Portland Friends Meeting Newsletter
Fourth Month, 2019

Meeting for Worship: 10:30a Sundays
Adult Religious Education: 8:45a 2nd and 4th Sundays
First Day School: 10:45a 2nd and 4th Sundays

Connections
Co-Clerks
Dorothy Grannell
stemp41@gmail.com 207-233-6587

1837 Forest Ave Portland, ME 04103
portlandfriendsmeeting.org
207-200-6544

“‘Let your lives benefit from the power of friendship and the solace of solitude. Rejoice in the
beauty of those friendships which grow in depth, understanding, and mutual respect.’
Query: How do you let your love shine?”
— Advice No. 38 from the 1985 New England Yearly Meeting Faith and Practice

Treasurer, Contributions

Jane Mullen, 215–421–5257
jmmmaine@aol.com

Calendar

Treasurer, Operating Account

April 21:

9a, Portland Friends Meeting, Annual Easter Breakfast

April 28:

12-1:30p, PFM, Extending our welcome to the sidewalk

April 30:

Deadline for Leadings Applications, contact Muriel Allen for details
murielpfm@gmail.com
7p, USM Hannaford Hall, “Tell Me the Truth: Exploring the Heart of
Cross-Racial Conversations”

Kathy Beach 207-233-2065
katherinegbeach@gmail.com

Treasurer, Special Funds
Special Needs Funds

Chris Beach 772-2779
Elizabeth Szatkowski 772-1774

Ministry and Counsel
Beth Bussiere-Nichols
Christine Fletcher

Pastoral Care Coordinator
Christina Davis 518-0784

Childcare Coordinator

Susan Grannell 401-413-5951
pfm-nurserycoordinator@googlegroups.com

Religious Education

Adult: Sandi Jensen 207-839-2372
Judy Spross 617-872-8817
Youth: Luke Hankins 207-200-6042
Youth Religious Education
Coordinator:
Andy Grannell 207-878-8689
grannell90@gmail.com

Use of the Meetinghouse
Lise Wagner 232-1778
lise.r.wagner@gmail.com

e-group coordinator
pfm.email.list.owner@gmail.com
Newsletter submissions

Heather Denkmire
pfmnewsletter@grantwinners.net

Address change details

Dennis Redfield
dennis.lee.redfield@gmail.com

May 1:
May 3:

7p, Young Adult Friends sleepover at Portland Friends Meeting before
All Maine Gathering

May 4:

9a-4p, Portland Friends School, All Maine Gathering

Monthly
First Sunday of the month: 9a Meeting for Worship for the Conduct of Business
Every Sunday: 10:30a Meeting for Worship
2nd and 4th Sundays: 8:45a Adult Religious Education
10:45a First Day School
2, 3, 4, & 5th Sundays: 10:00-10:20a Intergenerational singing
2nd Saturdays: 5-8p Youngish adults potluck
Bart Czyz, btczyz@gmail.com, 207 899 5937

Portland Friends Meeting Email Lists
Our Meeting has two email lists, sometimes referred to as “google groups.” The first list is
“PFM Life of the Meeting,” for items directly related to Portland Friends Meeting business
and/or directly Quaker items. The second is “PFM Wider Community,” for any items of
interest from the PFM community to share, not necessarily directly related to Quakers,
including personal invitations or community events.
To send an announcement to PFM Life of the Meeting, email:
pfm-life-of-the-meeting@googlegroups.com.
To send an announcement to PFM Wider Community, email:
pfm-wider-community@googlegroups.com.
For technical support or for any questions related to the lists please feel free to email
pfm.email.list.owner@gmail.com.

Portland Friends Meeting
Meeting for Business
April 7, 2019
We began in silent worship at 9 a.m. with 18 members and attenders present, during which co-clerk
Dorothy Grannell spoke to the passing of Tom Tracy this past week. He has left a hole in the community which will
not soon be filled. She offered in his memory the following Advice No. 38 from the 1985 New England Yearly
Meeting Faith and Practice:
“Let your lives benefit from the power of friendship and the solace of solitude. Rejoice in the beauty of those
friendships which grow in depth, understanding, and mutual respect.”
Query: How do you let your love shine?
1. Minutes

We accepted the March 2019 minutes.

2. Treasurer’s Report.
Treasurer Kathy Beach presented the Treasurer’s report three months into the year. Beth King, our
auditor, met with Kathy in March, and found everything is in order.
Two Friends made a very generous annual donation to the Meeting this month, so our donation total for March
was $9,955. Rental Income was also above average, at $885 for the month.
Here is the summary for March and for Year-to-Date:
March 2019

Year-to-Date:

Income: $11,840

Income: $44,670

Expenses: $4,225

Expenses: $20,686

Balance: $7,615

Balance: $23,984

Friends accepted the Treasurer’s report with gratitude to the donors.
3. Ministry and Counsel. Christine Fletcher reported for the committee.
Membership. Muriel Allen has agreed to act as liaison for new member Johanna Pyle-Carter, given her living at
some distance from the Portland area (Halifax).
Marriage. Ministry and Counsel has minuted the following—
At the conclusion of the convening of a clearness committee for Genna Ulrich and Hannah Colbert,
Ministry and Counsel invites Portland Friends Meeting to join us in joyfully celebrating and supporting their
decision to be married in the manner of Friends this June in Connecticut.
We approved.
Summer Worship Hours. Christine reported on the results of a recent survey on this topic. There were
approximately 65 responses. Most were relatively content with the present practice. Some see the evening
meeting, which is usually small, as a welcome fellowship opportunity. The committee is recommending that we
continue through July 7th with meeting for worship at 10:30 a.m., and then switch to evening at 5 p.m. from
July 14th through September 1st (Labor Day weekend). The first 10:30 a.m. meeting would be September 8th.
The committee notes that doing two meetings on Sunday in the summer has not worked in the past. They
invite expressions of interest in offering meeting for worship at other one-time or recurring events, such as
house meetings, morning worship, mid-week meeting, etc.
Comments raised the questions of business meeting and education classes in the fall. Under the proposed
worship schedule, we would have the September business meeting on the 8th, and the first education classes
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(cont-)

(minutes continued from page 2)

would be on the 22nd. Friends appreciated the committee’s efforts to ascertain the feelings of the community
and supported the recommendations.
We approved the proposed schedule: Morning worship continues through July 7th at 10:30 a.m. Evening
worship at 5 p.m. starts July 14th and continues through September 1st (Labor Day weekend). The return to
morning worship at 10:30 a.m. would occur on September 8th.
We also approved having summer meeting for business on July 28th at 7 p.m after the potluck., and the
September meeting for business on September 8 at 9 a.m.
4. Report from Hospitality, Welcoming and Buildings and Grounds. Lyn Ballou read the following report. We
are not asked for any action at this time.
“April 28 at the Rise of Meeting
an invitation by Building & Grounds and Welcome & Fellowship to explore the joint initiative
Expanding Our Welcome to the Sidewalk
Over the past year, Buildings and Grounds has been working on a new sign. Concurrently Welcoming &
Fellowship Ad hoc Committee has been seeking ways to make our street frontage more friendly and accessible
with components, such as a bus bench, bike racks, and more. Believing that that better outcomes are achieved
by coordinated joint effort rather than parallel individual effort, these two committees are working together on a
joint initiative: Expanding Our Welcome to the Sidewalk.
This joint effort presents us an opening to see our frontage through the fresh eyes of others. Imagine we are
seeing our site and building for the first time. What is our feeling and sense about the place as we approach,
arrive and enter? Are we feeling welcomed and sensing an invitation to Spirit? We might break open fresh inquiry
such as:
•

How might we evidence better, more Friendly messages from the moment people approach to be
welcoming and inviting, and better express our open invitation to worship inside?

•

What are the messages we wish to present to people who approach the meetinghouse?

•

Are the physical aspects of the meeting welcoming, inviting, and accessible?

•

Do the grounds and buildings create spiritual space and invite Spirit and Light?

•

What does the manner in which we maintain the grounds and buildings say about us as a spiritual
community, as global citizens, as neighbors?

•

While honoring simplicity, are we still honoring beauty and Spirit?

•

What messages are we giving about our relationship to earth and our care of earth?

•

Can we improve our frontage to bring our outward, public presence more in line with our spiritual values,
with all components integrated into a thoughtfully designed ensemble?

We are not unique in exploring this inquiry about our frontage. Coincidently, the March issue of Friends Journal
has an article titled “What Does the Outside Say?” The link to the article is www.friendsjournal.org/welcomeearthcare. The following is a brief excerpt and description from another Meeting:
Wrestling with these questions has led us to new insight into what we are expressing through our buildings
and our landscape. The meeting has become aware of a number of intentional and positive messages we
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(minutes continued from page 3)

express through the buildings and grounds, and we have discovered those places where what we say
and do outside the meetinghouse is not congruent with our values. The exercise led us to work to bring
our outward, public presence more in line with our spiritual values…… We have learned that by being
mindful and intentional, both our hidden and overt messages have a better chance of becoming
integrated expressions of our values inside and outside the meetinghouse
Buildings and Grounds and Welcoming & Fellowship seek input and guidance from the Meeting how to
proceed. Please join us on April 28, as we gather at the rise of meeting to explore thoughts and feelings
associated with this joint initiative to expand our welcome to the sidewalk. There will be no announcements
after worship and lunch will be provided. Please come.”
After the report, the Clerk asked for any comments or questions at this time. It was asked whether re-opening
the question of paving was possible at the April 28 meeting. The answer is that we have already made that
decision after careful consideration of the many environmental and cost issues, and it is in progress. It was
suggested that pictures from other meetings, and of our own, be provided on April 28. The Clerk suggested
that Friends use the time from now till April 28 to observe other places of worship and explore the link provided
in the above report.
Other. There was no other business to consider.
We closed at 9:50 a.m., with 27 members and attenders present, purposing to meet again at 9:00 on
May 5, 2019, God willing.
Respectfully submitted,
Lyn Ballou
Co-Recording Clerk

April 28 – Announcements-Free Sunday, Plus Lunch & Listening Session on the topic of the
front grounds of the meetinghouse and a proposed process to Expand Our Welcome to the
Sidewalk – 11:45-1:15pm.
Buildings and Grounds Committee and the ad hoc Welcoming & Fellowship group are
already working on physical components of our meetinghouse frontage, such as a new
sign, bus bench, bike racks, and others. This Listening Session is a chance for the
joint committees to share more and listen to feedback on a proposal to weave these
individual efforts together with a wider view to bring our
outward, public presence more in line with our spiritual
values. The idea being that all components are then
integrated into a thoughtfully designed and physicallymanifested ensemble. Lunch will be provided. Your presence at this lunch and
listening session will benefit all of us, so please come if you can, even if it’s just for
the early part or for the tasty eats! Also, as it’s a 4th Sunday, we’re hoping some
families can stay for lunch to give your input as well.
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Dear Family and Friends,
You are warmly invited to join our family at a memorial service for Tom, followed by light refreshments in the church:
Saturday, May 18, 1:00pm
Woodfords Congregational Church
202 Woodfords St.
Portland, ME 04103
We will hold the service in the manner of Friends (Quakers). Here is how Portland Friends Meeting describes that: We
sit quietly, reflecting upon Tom's life and how it has touched all of us. Some individuals may feel moved to speak
briefly - to oﬀer a prayer or a message that has come to them out of the silence. All who feel called to speak are
welcome to do so. Those who keep the silence participate in equally important ways. Periods of silence between spoken
messages are encouraged in order to allow for the appreciation of each message. Laughter and tears are often shared,
as well, and are welcome. After an adequate period of silent reflection interspersed with sharing, the convener will
initiate a handshake to close the meeting.
If you would like to bring a plate of cookies or other finger food that does NOT need refrigeration, we welcome that.
Please email Kathy Beach at katherinegbeach@gmail.com so she can plan.
If you are coming from out of town and will need hotel accommodations, I recommend that you act quickly. We know
that at least one of the local universities is holding graduation that weekend. Most of the major hotel chains have
relatively new hotels in downtown Portland and there are others on the outskirts.
If you know of people who would like to attend and you are not sure if they are part of this email group, feel free to
forward this message to them.
If you would like to see his obituary you may go to www.advantageportland.com.
You have been a great support to Tom and me during these last three+ months. Thank you!
With love,
Mary

Building Community within Our Community!

Join the "Virtual Plenary”
This page [https://neym.org/recordings/news/
join-virtual-plenary] serves as an online resource
to learn more about things we—Quakers in New
England Yearly Meeting—are working on. It is a
collection of short videos/podcasts (same
content, different formats), reflection questions,
and resources for Friends who want to learn
more about the commitments we have made
around racial, environmental, and social justice.
Each video set ends with a spiritual practice to
try-out. There are videos, podcasts (scroll all the
way to the end for the podcasts), and
supporting resources.
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Is there a movie or event in town you've been
wanting to go to? Feel like having some folks
over for a potluck or game night? Thinking of
trying a new activity but would welcome a
buddy? You could see if someone else at PFM
might want to join you.
And it’s EASY. Just send a note to our e-group:
pfm-wider-community@googlegroups.com .
And voilà--you have reached a lot of pleasant
people who might love to join you in the
activity. Having fun, building community, and
spending time with likeminded Friends consider giving it a try!
(Note: If you want to suggest doing something
at the Meetinghouse, please check availability
first on the events calendar on our website, the
grey tab under the photo of the meetinghouse.)

***All Maine Gathering and Falmouth Quarterly Meeting***
May 4, 2019, 9 am - 3:30 pm, at Friends School of Portland (FSP)
The program, Quakers Acting in Right Relationship with Maine's Indigenous Peoples, will be a panel
discussion concerning past, present, and future interactions between the Wabanaki peoples and European
settlers and their descendants. Topics will include history, legislation, de-colonization, and how our
community can be more involved. Panelists include: Shirley Hager, Diane Oltarzewski, Maggie Edmondson,
and State Rep. Ben Collings (D-Portland). A question-and-answer period will follow.
Register at http://bit.ly/AMGregistration
• Registration will help us to determine resources needed for this event.
• Registration by April 22 is required for child care or overnight hospitality.
• For more information please see the posted flyer.
• Portland Friends as well as others in Falmouth Quarter are asked to provide overnight hospitality and
Friends from FQM are invited to contribute to a simple meal (sign up via registration form.)
• FSP prefers that we not use disposable items. We expect to have sufficient bowls, plates and utensils,
but please bring your own mug/water bottle/cloth napkin.

FREE and OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Presented by Friends School of Portland
Cosponsored by Portland Friends
Meeting and Durham Friends Meeting
How can we speak openly and honestly
in cross-racial conversations? What
would such a conversation even look
like? Shay Stewart-Bouley (aka Black Girl
In Maine) and Debby Irving (author of
Waking Up White) show us as they share
racism’s impact on their lives and how
cross-racial conversation has been
instrumental in their own understanding
of 21st century racial dynamics. Shay
and Debby will explore the common
fears and pitfalls of cross-racial
conversation that keep people isolated
in their own racial groups, at the
expense of personal, professional, and
societal growth. They’ll also help
audience members understand how
interpersonal social patterns hinder
organizations from living up to their own ideals for diversity. Finally, Shay and Debby will offer suggestions to create
racial justice habits that can move us from isolated events to sustainable connections.
Click here for more information: http://friendsschoolofportland.org/parenting-peace-0
Click here for Facebook event: https://www.facebook.com/events/328668144456782
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Dear friends and sponsors,
The time has come for us to announce this summer’s Friends of Kakamega trip to the
Kakamega Orphans Care Centre (KOCC) in western Kenya. As most of you know, we
lead this intercultural trip each summer for people wanting to spend joyful time with
children, learn first hand the work of KOCC, and be involved in this very exciting, often life-turning experience.
The dates this year will be July 28 through August 18. The trip leaders will be “veterans” of trips to Kakamega who have a
deep love for the people and work of the project. Visitors will learn about life in western Kenya, visit homes and families
supported by our programs, engage with high school students through discussion groups, and hold a "summer camp"
with primary school children from the Care Centre and Home-based programs (including games, art, dancing, and other
activities).
We hope you, or someone you know, might be interested in joining us. In order to help you get a picture of what happens
during these trips, we attach here the October 2018 newsletter describing highlights of last summer’s trip. Is this summer
YOUR year to go??
Let us know that you're interested by reaching out to us at info@friendsofkakamega.org.
We look forward to answering your questions and helping you think through if this adventure is a good fit for both us and
you. We do have a limited number of people who can join us, so please let us know sooner rather than later, and let us
know what draws you to this trip.
Wishing you a happy springtime,

Board of Directors at Friends of Kakamega

Friends World Committee Section of the Americas Biennial Meeting
From March 21 -24, 2019, 160 Friends from seven countries met in Excelsior Springs, MO for prayer and dialogue. The
Theme was "Come and See" a reference to Phillip's invitation to Nathaniel to come and see if anything good could come
from Nazareth. WE know that it did and so too from the conference.
We heard from a gay man about his life and how becoming a Quaker changed his life. Plainfield Friends Meeting in NJ
was the first place he felt at home and that it was okay to be who he is rather that on the margins of society. In his talk he
expounded on many biblical texts that let him know that he is a true child of the living God. He was well received across
the theological spread of attenders as he made a strong connection with all who have been marginalized by society.
Friends world wide are working on sustainability and climate change. Suzanna Mattingly of ;the World Office was there
and shared the many resources available on its website: a handbook from Rwanda as well as reports from New Zealand
and a video featuring Friends in the Philippines.
We confirmed a new action statement to go with
ones from the 6th world conference and from
Peru. Friends from Evangelical Friends Alliance
have taken the lead in this field in Bolivia and
Peru and Central America. Stewardship of the
Earth is seen as a primary responsibility among
these Friends churches..
Friends in this photo of my home group each
represent a different yearly meeting across North
and south America. All of our work was done in
Spanish and English including worship. We are
learning to listen differently and to treasure the
time it takes to translate and be fully inclusive. A
special time and I am grateful for opportunity to
attend provided by this meeting and New
England Yearly Meeting. Our disappointment was
that, once again, USA denied visas to Cubans.
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New Education Resource Center!
The Youth Religious Education Committee is celebrating the
installation this week of a new "Education Resource Center. We wish
to thank Brad Bussiere-Nichols for his creative and careful
translation of a working design first drawn by Andy Grannell and
approved by YREC members.
Beginning at top, there are five elements in this design: (1) a fourth
month calendar of youth religious education events; (2) a bulletin
board for current (week-to-week) announcements for parents and
caretakers; (3) a set of trays containing copies of applications for
upcoming New England youth programs/events, and Friends Camp;
(4) a shelf featuring new Quaker and spirituality nurture books that
have been donated or purchased by our PFM Library Committee;
and finally, (5) a book swap shelf where Friends can share and return
children and youth favorites.
Here is a sampler of the books that the Library Committee has
recently purchased and will soon provide on the Education Resource
Center - ready to be checked out. They broadly represent works that
have been reviewed for Friends Journal, listed for sale at Friends
United Meeting Press, and/or featured at the Quaker Bookshop in
London. This first set of works is sampler. Look for updates in upcoming PFM Newsletters!
(1) Twenty-First Century Penn; Penn, William, and Buckley, Paul Earlham College Press; 415 p. "This new edition of
Penn's most absorbing works renders in clear modern English the thoughts of this theologically acute, well read, and
imaginative 17th-century writer."
(2) The Fearless Benjamin Lay: The Quaker Dwarf Who Became the First Revolutionary Abolitionist; Rediker, Marcus ,
Beacon Press , 2017, 224 p. "The little-known story of an eighteenth-century Quaker dwarf who fiercely attacked slavery
and imagined a new, more humane way of life. The Fearless Benjamin Lay chronicles the transatlantic life and times of
a singular and astonishing man--a Quaker dwarf who became one of the first ever to demand the total, unconditional
emancipation of all enslaved Africans around the world. "
(3) Stamped from the Beginning: The definitive history of racist ideas in America Kendi, Ibram X., Dr. Avalon
Publishing Group - 2016; Paperback 592 p. "The National Book Award winning history of how racist ideas were created,
spread, and deeply rooted in American society. Some Americans insist that we're living in a post-racial society. But racist
thought is not just alive and well in America--it is more sophisticated and more insidious than ever. And as awardwinning historian Ibram X. Kendi argues, racist ideas have a long and lingering history, one in which nearly every great
American thinker is complicit."

Adult Religious Education
April 14, 8:45am: Theresa Oleksiw, who will facilitate a class on
Contemplative Writing on the theme of poverty. We are so glad to have
Theresa do this class for us; she has led such classes for both our Women's
Retreats and ARE Committee classes which participants have enjoyed.

A big thank you to April’s
volunteer snack providers!

Theresa will facilitate a second Contemplative Writing class for us on
Sunday, May 12 (Mother's Day) and the theme will be parenthood (note
there will be an ARE class on 4/28--topic, to be announced).

April 7: Emily Silevinac and Els Hejj

Childcare for ARE classes:
Childcare is available for ARE classes IF requested by the Saturday before
class, by 3 pm. If you need child care for any ARE class, please contact
Susan Grannell at 401-413-5951 or by email at pfm-nurserycoordinator@googlegroups.com. If she does not hear by the Sat. before
the class by 3 pm, childcare will not be available.

April 21: (Easter Breakfast) Bill
Diffenderfer
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April 14: Christine Fletcher, Rich Nagle,
and Sydney McDowell

April 28: Muriel Allen, Valerie and
Matthew Todd

Climate Series Update
Peace and Social Concerns is grateful for the thoughtful and open participation of all those who attended the first
session of the climate series and recognizes that many who intended to come were drawn away by other events and
responsibilities. Those who gathered spoke of what has called them to ask on climate change, of hope for a livable
future for their grandchildren, of fear about the scale and scope of the problem and the structural inertia of power
that resists change, of a deep connection with the natural world, and these motivations spoke to all of us.
It was immediately clear to those gathered that in responding to the Earthcare Ministry’s call on Meetings to reduce
emissions by 10% that we must go further, both in that 10% can only be a beginning, and that carbon emissions are
only a piece of a much larger picture that deserves our attention and collective efforts.
We performed a “Carbon Walk,” similar
to a “Privilege Walk” with individuals
stepping forward and back depending on
what statements were true of themselves.
Through this activity we saw our
behaviors’ impact on the climate in
relation to each other and recognized that
some things that we believed were more
significant (like turning off lights and
being sparing in our water use) were far
outstripped by other, less-expected
activities. Some expressed wonder that
they had known that some activities (like
flying in an airplane or heating their home) had an outsized impact, but hadn’t had a sense of how much until they
had walked the steps themselves. We also saw the diversity in emissions within our own community, and thought
about how to lean into seeing our impacts without seeing others or ourselves through a lens of judgment, but rather
through a lens of possibility for change and of loving challenge.
We began to examine the inner and outer factors that make it difficult to lay down unsustainable practices in our lives.
Though short on time, Friends went home with a “Carbon Wheel” (see p. 11) designed to help reflect upon these
structural barriers, and many expressed excitement to dig further into this conversation at the next session in the
series in May. In order to welcome more members and attenders into consideration of these the elements of your
inner self and outer environment that stand in the way of behavioral change in the interest of a safe climate, we share
here a copy of the Carbon Wheel and welcome all to reflect upon it and complete it, whether you attend the next
workshop or not.
Even a brief discussion about the
interconnections between the manifold factors
that bind us to actions that damage the climate
was fruitful. We recognized that climate change
is the product of the same systems of
materialism and exploitation that Friends have
refuted through word and act since our advent
as a Society in calling for a simple life lived in
deep connection with the Spirit. This is joyful
news, since it means that we are equipped with
the positive and joyful vision of a life lived in
the absence of these systems, and joined by
voices among us who have called for and
created this vision for more than 350 years.
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Climate change, like the system of oppression at its root, injures those most vulnerable with its quickest and heaviest
hand. In responding to climate change, how do we hold up these two values: the joyful creation of a

better life together, and justice and inclusion for those who bear the weight of its heaviest impacts?

Climate Change is often seen as a magnifying issue, one that compounds existing problems. In this way, it makes
drought and flooding worse in areas already experiencing those issues, it exacerbates health issues for already
vulnerable populations, it makes food access more expensive for those already struggling to feed their families. With
impacts cutting across countless issues, no one is a climate specialist; instead, everyone becomes responsible for
responding to climate change where it has intersected with their life.
These intersections are present even in our own Meeting as we respond to climate change by mitigating our own
contributions on a personal and Meeting-wide level. As we look at the responsibilities of our committee

work, can we ask ourselves where our work can contribute to building a joyful life that centers
connection to the Spirit and undermines systems of materialism and exploitation and ensures access to
that joyful life for all?
We offered a preview of discussion to come in May, with a number of collective actions imagined by the Peace and
Social Concerns Committee to reduce emissions and build the strength, joy, and love in our own community. We hope
that they will spark further creative imaginings by the Meeting as a whole. Some of these possibilities were
1. Organize bulk organic food orders periodically through the meeting. This would make an organic, plantbased diet more accessible to more in the Meeting and could be organized around the Family Promise
schedule so that our guests can benefit from the privilege of our collective buying power.
2. With the cap on subscribers to community solar installations likely to be lifted this year, a community solar
installation on the land of a Meeting member or attender could provide low-cost solar electricity to all
members of the meeting, regardless of their ability to put solar panels on their home or apartment. This
could make solar energy accessible to all in Meeting.
3. Meeting for Worship now begins 7 minutes before the arrival of buses from Portland and Westbrook. We
could make it easier for all to attend by public transportation without missing 15 minutes of Worship by
shifting the start time back a few minutes, making attending Meeting more accessible for low-income
people and people without vehicles at the same time. “Take the Bus to Meeting Days” could help
familiarize Friends with this great transportation resource that stops in front of our building.
4. Placing an emphasis on sharing meals of food grown by Members and attenders, sharing recipes, hosting
cooking and gardening workshops, and hosting local food dinners could help build confidence and
excitement (it was clear that there is already great excitement around food!) for our own Meeting-local food
economy. We might even organize CSA share deliveries to the Meeting on Sunday, with the potential to
subscribe to one of several CSAs run by Somali immigrants to Maine.
5. After seeing the outsized carbon footprint of investments that are not explicitly fossil-fuel free, there is a
great potential to learn together about the opportunities to “green” our individual and Meeting portfolios.
These were just a few of the possibilities that arose, but
ideas were already bubbling when we had to bring our
gathering to a close. We hope that you will join us in May
(date TBD) for our next session, where we will discuss how
our collective actions might overcome some of the
structural barriers that have been revealed in our “Carbon
Wheels” and dig deeper into possibilities for what actions
we can take as a Meeting that will both reduce our climate
impact and contribute to building a more connected and
joyful community. We welcome all to join us in learning
and imagining together!
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Portland Friends Meeting
1837 Forest Ave
Portland, ME 04103

Address Service Requested

Next newsletter deadline:
Tuesday, May 7, 11:59pm
submissions: pfmnewsletter@grantwinners.net

